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The Latin American Giant Observatory (LAGO) is an international experiment covering 10 Latin
American countries and Spain. LAGO researches gamma-ray bursts and spaceweather phenomena
using water Cherenkov detectors (WCDs) deployed at different altitudes. Large-area (8-inches)
photomultipliers sense Cherenkov radiation produced by secondary particles crossing the WCDs.
We present a generic photomultiplier model applied to the Hamamatsu R5912 tube, used in most
of LAGO’ WCDs. The model depends on the number of dynodes, the bias voltage, the number of
incident photons, the photodetection efficiency, and the bias network. Besides, the implementation
of the model includes a simulation of the front-end of LAGO’s acquisition electronics, allowing
the linearity of the system to be evaluated under different conditions.
The model was validated with data recorded by the MuTe-Chitaga (Bucaramanga, Colombia) and
Nahuelito (Bariloche, Argentina) WCDs. Geant4 simulations estimate the number of Cherenkov
photons arriving at the photomultiplier. We contrasted the anode/dynode pulse amplitude ratio
between the data and the model prediction. We also compared the estimated and measured vertical
equivalent muon charge (pulse area). The vertical-muon-charge estimated by the model (321.6
UADC) differs by 4% from the measured by the MuTe WCD (333 UADC).
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1. Introduction

The LAGO (Latin American Giant Observatory) project consists in single or small arrays of
particle detectors at ground level, spanning over different sites, located at several latitudes (from
Mexico to Antarctica), different altitudes (from sea level up to more than 5000 m a.s.l.).

LAGO operates in particle energies ranging from 0.5 GeV to tens of TeV. It detects short
transients –like gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [1] – and long transients –like Forbush decreases– [2–4]
by looking for changes in the cosmic ray background using the single-particle counting technique
[5, 6].

A key point in the LAGO WCDs is the calibration process. We establish a conversion rule
from the digitized charge in electronic units to deposited energy in vertical-equivalent muons
(VEM) [7, 8]. This relationship depends on the linearity of both the PMT and the electronics
readout working together. Thus it is essential to have a PMT model to make the calibration a
straightforward process.

Some works tackle modelling of photomultiplier tubes using Spice environments. H. Krihely
describes a Spice model which simulates the electron multiplication between inter-dynode stages
[9]. The model evaluates the PMT under different bias conditions and voltage divider circuits, but
the assumption of a constant bias ratio between the PMT dynodes under no light conditions presents
a drawback. This approach simplifies the mathematical process but limits the model robustness and
generality for testing under stimulation conditions and voltage divider configurations (i.e. tapered
resistive chains).

Akimov et al. propose a computer model of the Hamamatsu R11410-20 photomultiplier based
on Spice using current-controlled sources. The authors insert a variable inter-dynode bias fraction
and evaluate the limits of the anode current caused by the PMT gain [10]. Hueso-Gonzalez et al.
verify Krihely’s model compensating some ambiguities and inconsistencies [11].

We propose a general PMT Spice model tuned to the LAGO’s PMT (Hamamatsu R5912)
parameters. The model adds a variable inter-dynode bias fraction allowing the simulation of
different divider circuits (i.e. uniform and tapered). Our PMT model performance is assessed by
stimulating with typical photon pulses of LAGO’s water Cherenkov detectors. The model evaluates
PMT parameters like linearity, transient response, gain, and dynamic range, under different bias
and stimulus conditions.

2. Methods

2.1 A generic PMT model

APMT is an optoelectronic device that generates a measurable electric current from a luminous
signal. The incident photon impinges the photocathode releasing a primary electron. The secondary-
electron emission occurs in three distinct steps: production of internal secondary electrons by the
kinetic impact of the primary electron, transport of the secondary electrons through the sample bulk
toward the surface, and final escape of the electrons through the solid-vacuum interface. A vacuum
glass tube encapsulates all the PMT parts [12].
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We present a PMTmodel considering the operation principles and intrinsic parameters (number
of amplification stages and gain curve). The total gain of the PMT model is,

� =
�0

�:
, (1)

where �0 is the anode current, and �: is the photocathode current.
The PMT gain can be expressed as a function of the gain in each stage,

� = V

#∏
8=1

68 , (2)

with 68 the gain at each stage, # the number of dynodes, and V the collection efficiency. The gain
68 depends on the inter-dynode voltage E8 ,

68 = :8E
U
8 , (3)

where :8 is a constant and 0.6 ≤ U ≤ 0.8 is an intrinsic parameter of the PMT. The total gain Eq. 2
can be expressed as the product of all the inter-dynode gains or as function of the PMT bias voltage
+�,

� =

#∏
8=1

:8 (+�n8)U, (4)

here n8 is the fraction of the bias voltage in each inter-dynode stage.
The fraction of the bias voltage is defined as

n8 =
'8

')
, (5)

where '8 is the inter-dynode resistance, and ') is the total resistance of the voltage divider.
We assume :8 values are equal for all dynodes due its dependence on the dynode material [10],

equation Eq. 4 results in

� = :#+# U�

(
#∏
8=1

n8

)U
. (6)

To estimate the value of U and : , we define Y as

Y =
#

√√√
#∏
8=1

n8 . (7)

After replacing Eq. 7 in Eq. 6, the gain is

� = :# (+�Y)# U. (8)
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2.2 Modeling the R5912 PMT

We extracted a couple of points [+�1, �1] and [+�2, �2] from the gain curve of the Hamamatsu
R5912 PMT to obtain the parameters U and : [13].

The points [1000 V, 3×105] and [1500 V, 7×106] were chosen and substitutes in Eq. 8 obtaining
a pair of equations which are solved for the unknown variables (U, :).

�1 = :
# (+�1Y)# U, (9)

�2 = :
# (+�2Y)# U, (10)

where the number of dynodes is # = 10. The parameter Y is calculated from the voltage distribution
ratio in the resistive polarization chain, provided in the PMT datasheet, as shown in Table 1,

Y = 0.035. (11)

Table 1: Tapered voltage distribution of the PMT R5912 for linear measurements [13].

Electrodes K-Dy1 Dy1-F2 F2-F1 F1-F3 F3-Dy2 Dy2-Dy3 Dy3-Dy4 Dy4-Dy5 Dy5-Dy6 Dy6-Dy7 Dy7-Dy8 Dy8-Dy9 Dy9-Dy10 Dy10-P
'8 [MΩ] 11.3 0 0.6 0 3.4 5 3.33 1.67 1 1.2 1.5 2.2 3 2.4
n8 0.308 0 0.016 0 0.092 0.136 0.090 0.045 0.027 0.032 0.040 0.060 0.081 0.065
K: Cathode, Dy: Dynode, F: Focus
P: Anode

Then, an expression for : is obtained from Eq. 10 as follows,

: = #

√
�2

(+�2Y)# U
, (12)

and substituting Eq. 12 in Eq. 9 the parameter U is,

U =

log
(
�1
�2

)
# log

(
+�1
+�2

) . (13)

From Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 we obtain : = 0.223 and U = 0.776.

2.3 Spice model

The dynodes and anode currents were modeled as function of the parameters : , U , n8 , +�, and
# . The current flowing through 8th dynode is,

�3,8 = �:

(:+ U
�
)#

(∏#
8=1 n8

)U
(:EU

8
)#+1−8

(∏#+1−8
8=1 n8

)U , 8 = 1, 2, · · · #. (14)

The anode current is,
�0 = �: :

# (+�Y)# U. (15)

The photocathode current �: is,
�: =

&

C
, (16)
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where & is the electric charge in the photocathode during the time step C. The electric charge is,

& = #?4 ∗ 4, (17)

with 4 the electron charge (1.6 × 10−19 C).

The PMT model is simulated using the Orcad PSpice software. We used the GVALUE block
to model the PMT currents flowing along the PMT dynodes. This block sets the transfer function
described by Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 for each amplification stage depending on the voltage applied.

We selected a tapered divider with decoupling capacitors to reduce nonlinearities in the PMT
response due to the space-charge effect (large current flowing in the dynodes) in pulse-mode opera-
tion [14, 15]. The resistor values were estimated following the inter-dynode ratios recommendations
showed in Table 1.

A
D

Figure 1: SPICE model of the R5912 PMT (solid-line frame) and the tapered resistive chain (dashed-line
frame). The dynode and anode outputs are indicated by A and D respectively.

We installed coupling capacitors of 4.7 nF (C18 and C21) to filter the DC component in
the anode and the last dynode output. Output loads of 50 Ω avoid signal reflections due to bad
impedance coupling in the transmission lines. Fig. 1 shows the schema of the designed Spice
model.

The shape of the photo-electron pulse at the PMT photocathode depends on the arrival time
of the incident photons. We used a photo-pulse resulting from 3GeV vertically crossing muons
to a 120 cm height WCD [16, 17]. The pulse releases around 203 photo-electrons decreasing
exponentially with time constant of ∼42.12 ns and a time width (at the 10% amplitude) of ∼100 ns.
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3. Results

3.1 Simulated vertical muon charge

A 3 GeV vertical muon impinging the WCD releases a photo-cathode current peak of ∼17 nA.
The PMT model was biased at 1000 V (2.9×105 gain). When a vertical muon hits the WCD, a
current signal of ∼5 mA is measured at the anode, and a voltage pulse of ∼250 mV appears across
the load resistance (50 Ω). The maximum anode dark current (unwanted current resulting from
thermally excited electrons) establishes the low boundary of acquisition at 0.7 `A [18].
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Figure 2: (Left) Pulse shape emulation (blue-line) and digitization (red-line) of a vertical muon signal. The
electronics ADC samples/holds the anode voltage every 25 ns, then a 12-bin vector stores the digitized pulse
shape. (Right) Anode (blue-line) and amplified dynode (red-line) outputs obtained from the SPICE model at
1000 V for a photocathode current of 17 nA. The dynode/anode ratios is 7.3 and the pulse width is ∼50 ns.

The LAGO readout system digitizes the PMT pulses at 40 MHz with a resolution of 10
bits (1 mV/UADC); the pulse shape is stored in a 12-bin vector (300 ns) [19]. We emulate the
digitization process of the model outputs to compare simulations and data as shown in Fig. 2 (left).
The resulting pulse charge of the simulated vertical muon was 321.6 UADC, differing about 4% of
the value obtained by the MuTe-LAGO’s WCD (333 UADC) [20].

3.2 Response of the PMT model

Fig. 2 (right) shows the dynode and anode output for a photocathode current of 17 nA and a
bias voltage of 1000 V. The dynode pulse maximum is ∼1.8 V, and the anode is ∼247.6 mV. The
dynode/anode ratio is ∼7.3, showing that the PMT amplifies ∼2.7 times the current flowing from
the last dynode to the anode.

The PMT and electronics readout must have a linear response to guarantee an accurate esti-
mation of the energy deposited by the particles crossing the WCD. The linearity of the model was
evaluated by correlating the dynode and anode pulse amplitude for different photocathode currents,
and bias voltages [21]. Fig. 3 reproduces the dynode EB anode amplitude for photocathode currents
ranging 1-20 nA for +�= 1000 V (red-line) and +�= 900 V (black-line). The linear response of the
PMT breaks down when it reaches its electrical limit at 1800 V (∼3×107 gain), causing a saturation
effect in the pulse amplitude.

6
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Figure 3: Correlation between the pulse maximum measured on the dynode and the anode at 1000 V
(blue-line) and 900 V (black-line) for photocathode currents ranging 1-20 nA. The distance between data
points indicates the gain increase depending on the bias voltage but preserving the response linearity. The
star indicates the signal amplitude for a vertical muon.

4. Conclusions

We presented a PMT model which enhances the generalization of PMT Spice models, unlike
others where the inter-dynode bias fraction is constant [9], limiting the model only to uniform
voltage-dividers. Our approach allows using different voltage dividers (i.e. uniform or tapered) in
photomultiplier tube simulations by configuring the bias voltage fraction in each inter-dynode stage.

The model implementation is not limited to Spice-based software but can also be used with
compiled and interpreted programming languages. Particle and radiation detectors can implement
this PMT model in their simulation frameworks to better understand the electronics frontend
response.
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